
UAV/GNSS-Based Change Detection Work�ow

Thoughtful Survey Design What?
How?
Who?

Where?
Why?
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Flight Plan

GNSS Point Cloud (SfM)
Run base over unknown pt.

for 2+ hours, days ahead

PPP (OPUS or CSRS)

Obtain Known Base Location

Setup base over 
known point.

Assess �ight safety and land owner permissions

Design �ight plan encompassing GCPs (e.g. Drone Deploy)

Execute �ight; Download photosBA
SE

Rover(s) collect GCPs
  - RTK: radio communication with base setup on known location
 -no post-processing necessary
  - PPK: collect while base runs over known or unknown point
 -post-process base/rover data with Emild Studio
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  - Export points in GCS as a .csv �le.  Assess uncertainty.
  - QA/QC points to remove high-uncertainty ones
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- Add imagery from UAV
- Set calibration/accuracy/coord. ref. sys. for photos and GCPs
- Align imagery using photo GPS positions or image mapping
- Import GCPs
  - Hand-position GCPs in photos, (using �ags, ‘re�ne markers’ on)
     - Optimize
  - Clean up image tie-points using graduate selection tools
     - Optimize
- Resize output and processing region
- Build Dense Cloud, delete spurious points
- Export Point Cloud (de�ne projection, resolution)
- Export DEM of elevations (de�ne projection, resolution)
- Export orthomosaic of images (de�ne projection, resolution)
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Change Detection

- Import two or more overlapping .laz point clouds of topography.  Assess alignment
- Align clouds.  Be thoughtful about selecting which is your reference cloud
-Compare clouds:
    - Cloud-to-Cloud: returns a vertical o�set between the two surfaces.  Good for planar change.
    - M3C2: returns a surface-normal o�set between the two surfaces. Good for change on many aspects/walls/overhangs.
- Visualize change.  Adjust the color ramp to the range of most change.
- Save change clouds, export to MetaShape or GIS to grid into a raster
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It all starts here.
Plan it right and it might just work.
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